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Canonical correspondence analysis (CCA) is perhaps the most popular multivariate method used by envi-

ronmental ecologists for constrained ordination analysis. It provides an approximate maximum likelihood

estimate for the Gaussian response model. In this article, we argue that, for compelling reasons, the response

model should be re-formulated so that the response function is regarded as a probability density function on

its own. The numerous advantages of the new formulation will be presented. In particular, under the new

formulation, (i) CCA is seen to provide an exact (rather than an approximate) maximum likelihood solution;

(ii) the model is seen to be much more parsimonious; (iii) generalization of the Gaussian response model

to incorporate flexible response curves is seen to be direct and straightforward; and (iv) ecological concepts

such as the range of a species are seen to be well-defined regardless of whether the response function remains

Gaussian or becomes more flexible. We also show that the new formulation does not alter the conceptual

content of the underlying model.
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1 Introduction

Constrained ordination has been applied widely by environmental ecologists to study how differ-
ent species respond to changes in environmental conditions. Perhaps the most popular model
for constrained ordination is the Gaussian response model, whereas the most popular method for
computing the parameter estimates is canonical correspondence analysis (CCA), a multivariate
technique first proposed by ter Braak (1986). However, it is well-known that CCA only provides
an approximate maximum likelihood estimate for the parameters in the Gaussian response model.
From an algebraic point of view, CCA is understood to be equivalent to a number of other mul-
tivariate techniques such as optimal scoring (also known as dual scaling) and linear discriminant
analysis (LDA) (e.g., Takane et al. 1991).

In this article, we present a slightly different formulation of the Gaussian response model. Under
the new formulation, LDA (and hence CCA, due to the equivalence) can be seen to give an exact
maximum likelihood estimate of the parameters; the resulting model is more parsimonious; gen-
eralization of the model to incorporate flexible (e.g., asymmetric or multimodal) response curves
becomes straight-forward and direct — perhaps the most significant advantage of the new formu-
lation; and some related concepts such as the species’ range (Heegaard 2002) become well-defined.
On the other hand, the new formulation does not alter the conceptual content of the model so that
it can easily replace the standard formulation as the more attractive way to think about ecological
ordination.
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2 Gaussian Response Model: Standard Formulation

In a typical setting, one has a data matrix Y = {yik}, whose element yik records the abundance of
species ηk at site ξi, and a covariate matrix X = {xim}, whose element xim is a measurement of a
particular environmental factor at site ξi, e.g., average temperature or the concentration of a certain
chemical contained in the soil (see Figure 1). We will use the vector notation xi = (xi1, xi2, ..., xid)

T

for a total of d environmental variables at site ξi.
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Figure 1: Data matrices for the constrained ordination problem. Here, yik records the abundance of species

ηk at site ξi; xim is the mth environmental measurement at site ξi.

2.1 Stanford Formulation

In the standard formulation of the Gaussian response model, it is assumed that yik follows a Poisson
distribution with rate λik, where

λik = fk(xi).

The function fk is called the response function for species ηk; it is a function of how species ηk
responds to different environmental conditions. If the conditions at site ξi are favorable for species
ηk, λik = fk(xi) will be large, i.e., the species will be abundant at that site. Further, it is assumed
that fk is a Gaussian function (Figure 2):

log(fk(xi)) = ak −
(αTxi − uk)

2

2t2k
.

The interpretation of the parameters are as follows:
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α: A vector in Rd that assigns each site ξi an environmental score according to its environment
conditions xi — α is often called the environmental gradient. According to ecological theory,
over the course of evolution, species tend to develop maximally separated niches over limiting
environmental resources. The optimal α, therefore, should be a direction in which the species’
response functions are as different as possible.

uk: The optimum of species ηk — species ηk is most abundant (i.e., λik reaches its maximum) at
site ξi if site ξi receives an environmental score equal to uk, i.e., α

Txi = uk.

tk: The tolerance of species ηk — if tk is large, then the response function is relatively flat,
indicating that the species can survive well under a great variety of environmental conditions,
i.e., it has high tolerance; likewise, if tk is small, then the response function drops sharply
as xi moves away from the optimal point uk, indicating that the species has relatively low
tolerance for different environmental conditions.

On top of these parameters, sometimes ecologists are also interested in the interval uk ± 2tk, called
the range; it is interpreted as “the boundaries that define the environmental interval where the
species is expected to occur” (see, e.g., Heegaard 2002).

site 1 site 2 site 3 site 4 site 5

species 1 species 2

Figure 2: Illustration of the Gaussian response curve. This graph depicts a situation where the environ-

mental conditions at site 2 are close to optimal for species 1, whereas site 3 is close to optimal for species

2.
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2.2 Approximate Estimation with CCA

These parameters can be estimated using maximum likelihood, but the computation needed is non-
trivial (Yee 2003). It has been argued (ter Braak 1985) that if one assumes equal tolerance, i.e.,
tk = t for every ηk, then the maximum-likelihood solutions can be reasonably well approximated
under some mild conditions by canonical correspondence analysis (CCA), a multivariate technique
first introduced by ter Braak (1986), where the parameters can be estimated by solving an eigenvalue
problem involving the matrices Y and X. CCA has been so popular since its inception that one
can hardly be justified to go into any more details here; refer to ter Braak (1986) if necessary.

3 Gaussian Response Model: A Density-Based Formulation

Now we present a slightly different formulation of the Gaussian response model. We shall see that
under this formulation, if one further assumes the tolerance parameter tk are common for all species,
the ordination problem can be solved exactly (rather than approximately) by linear discriminant
analysis (LDA), a multivariate technique that is mathematically equivalent to CCA (e.g., Takane
et al. 1991).

Suppose a species ηk is sampled at different sites spread over an environmental gradient; see Figure
3 for an illustration.

1 2 3 4 5 6

Figure 3: Illustration. A certain (hypothetical) species is sampled at six sites spread over an environmental

gradient. The counts of the species at the six sites gives a histogram of varying bin widths. As more and

more sites are sampled along the gradient, the histogram can be seen to converge to a probability density

function.
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Plotting the abundance data yik against the sites ξi along the gradient produces a histogram,
possibly with varying bin widths if the sites are not evenly spaced along the gradient. As more sites
are sampled along the gradient, it is easy to see that this histogram will converge to a probability
density function. More formally, since yik ∼ Poisson(λik), it follows that given the species’ total
abundance (across all sites) y1k + y2k + ... + ynk, the distribution of yik is Multinomial(pik) (e.g.,
Ross 1997) where pik ∝ λik; pik is the height of the histogram at site ξi. Since λik = fk(xi), it now
follows that the limiting density function at xi must be proportional to fk(xi). This suggests that,
with proper normalization, one can interpret the function fk(x) as a probability density function.
Below, we show that if the Gaussian response model is formulated such that fk is treated as a
probability density function, CCA can be seen to give an exact maximum likelihood estimate.

3.1 A Density-Based Model

For each species ηk, we attach a probability density function pk(x). The role of pk(x) is similar to
that of the response function in the previous model: if the environmental conditions at site ξi are
favorable for species ηk, its density will be high, i.e., the species will be abundant at the site.

Now suppose pk(x) is Gaussian with mean µk and variance Σk. Let α ∈ Rd be the environmental
gradient. In the direction of α, the optimum for species ηk is uk = αTµk and the environmental

score for site ξi, α
Txi. Let fk(x) = p

(α)
k (αTx) be the marginal density of species ηk in the direction

of α; it follows that fk(x) is a univariate Gaussian density function:

fk(x) =
1

√

2πt2k

exp

{

−
(αTx− uk)

2

2t2k

}

or

log(fk(x)) = ak −
(αTx− uk)

2

2t2k

where ak = (−1/2) log(2πt2k) and t2k = αTΣkα. This marginal density function has exactly the
same form as the Gaussian response function in the previous section. And it is easy to see that we
could interpret the parameters α, uk and tk in exactly the same way, as the environmental gradient,
the species’ optimum and tolerance, respectively.

3.2 Exact Estimation with LDA

The parameters of pk, namely µk andΣk, can be estimated directly from data by weighted maximum
likelihood. For any given α, we’ve already seen that uk = αTµk and tk = αTΣkα. So the main
statistical problem is the estimation of α.

Recall that the optimal α should a direction in which the species’ response functions (or density
functions in the current case) are as different as possible. Under our density-based model, we can
actually estimate α directly by maximizing a measure of this diversity.

As in the CCA approximation, we first assume that Σk = Σ for every ηk; this is the same as
saying that the species have the same equal tolerance parameter, t2k = t2 = αTΣα. Under these
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assumptions, a well-known measure for how different the pks are in a given direction α is given by
Fisher (1936):

αTBα

αTWα
, (1)

where

B =
K
∑

k=1

nk(µk − µ̄)(µk − µ̄)T and W =
K
∑

k=1

n
∑

i=1

yik(xi − µk)(xi − µk)
T

are the between-species and within-species sum-of-squares matrices, respectively — µ̄ is the overall
mean of µ1, µ2, ..., µk. The numerator and denominator

αTBα =
K
∑

k=1

nk(uk − ū)2 and αTWα =
K
∑

k=1

n
∑

i=1

yik(α
Txi − ūk)

2

(since uk = αTµk) are simply the marginal between-species and within-species sum of squares.
When pk is modeled as N (µk,Σ), the ratio (1) can also be interpreted as a likelihood-ratio statistic
(Zhu and Hastie 2003) that measures how different the pks are. We shall see below (Section 4.2)
that this interpretation is very useful if one wants to generalize the pks in this problem to be
arbitrary density functions.

The problem of maximizing (1) is known as linear discriminant analysis (LDA), a common method
for classification. It is well-known in the classification literature that the maximizing solution is
the leading eigenvector of W−1B (see e.g., Mardia et al. 1979). Furthermore, it is known (e.g.,
Takane et al. 1991; Hastie et al. 1994) that the LDA solution α and the resulting score uk = αTµk
are mathematically equivalent to the solutions obtained from CCA, aside from a scaling factor.
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Figure 4: Data matrices for the classification problem. Here, yik is an indicator of the class ηk membership

of the observation at location ξi; xim is the value of the mth covariate (or predictor) at location ξi.
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Instead of repeating the algebra here, we present a high-level summary of how this equivalence can
be understood. Figure 4 shows the data matrices in a typical classification problem. Here, we see
that the matrix X is the same as before whereas the matrix Y is slightly different; it is a binary
indicator matrix. In ecological ordination, the matrix Y is an abundance matrix (Figure 1). This
does not affect the calculation, however, except that each row of X must be properly weighted by
yi1 + yi2 + · · ·+ yiK . Hastie et al. (1995) showed that the matrix W−1B can be expressed in terms
the matrices Y and X. With the proper weighting, the eigenvalue problem considered in LDA
turns out to be the same as the one considered in CCA (also see, e.g., Zhu 2001).

Moreover, uk = αTµk is actually the maximum likelihood estimates for the centroid of pk under
the rank constraint that the centroids of the pks lie in a low-dimensional subspace (Hastie and
Tibshirani 1996); the rank-one subspace is spanned by α, the environmental gradient. This means
that, under the density-based model, LDA and hence CCA provide the exact maximum likelihood
solution when the tolerance parameters tk are assumed to be equal among all species. In other
words, while originally developed to provide an approximate maximum likelihood estimate under
the standard formulation, CCA actually gives an exact maximum likelihood estimate under the
new formulation which treats fk as a density function.

4 Advantages of the New Formulation

The difference between the two formulations can be quite subtle, especially when presented with
interchangeable notation — this is done on purpose in order to highlight the connections between
the two; after all, these are but two different formulations of the same model to serve the same
purpose. The primary difference is the following: In the density-based formulation, the function fk,
the centerpiece of the model, is a probability density function in itself; in the standard formulation,
the function fk is not probabilistic, hence an extra Poisson model is needed to link the function fk
to the underlying data.

4.1 Model Parsimony

That the centerpiece of the model is made probabilistic on its own makes the model much more
parsimonious as well as easier to interpret. There is no need to introduce an extra probabilistic
element such as the Poisson into the model.

4.2 Flexible Response Curves

There have been growing interests in the ecological community (e.g., Johnson and Altman 1999;
Heegaard 2002) to carry out environmental gradient analysis using more flexible models. The equal
tolerance assumption, for example, is unnecessarily restrictive, and for some problems, so is the
assumption that the response curve is Gaussian. For example, a species does not always respond
symmetrically to the extreme conditions on either side of its optimum; some species may even
exhibit multimodal responses, perhaps because sub-species (either identified or unidentified) have
adapted to different environmental conditions and occupied different niches.
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Perhaps the most significant consequence of formulating fk directly as a probability density function
is this: it is very easy to generalize fk to be a flexible nonparametric function; simply model and
estimate pk using nonparametric techniques. Zhu and Hastie (2003) provided the general principles
needed in order to estimate the environmental gradient α when the pks are arbitrary densities;
the principles exploit the likelihood ratio interpretation of Fisher’s LDA criterion given in (1). In
particular, for any given direction α, consider the marginal log-likelihood-ratio statistic:

LR(α) = log

max
pk

∏

k

∏

i

(

p
(α)
k (αTxi)

)yik

max
pk=p

∏

k

∏

i

(

p(α)(αTxi)
)yik

, (2)

where p
(α)
k (·) is the marginal density along the projection defined by α for species k; and p(α)(·)

is the corresponding marginal density under the null hypothesis that the species have the same
density function. It can be shown via straight-forward algebraic calculations (Zhu 2001) that if pk
is N (µk,Σ), then maximizing LR(α) is equivalent to maximizing the ratio (1). Hence, for arbitrary
pk, one can estimate α quite naturally as

argmax LR(α).

It might appear that in order to maximize LR(α), one has to estimate a number of multivariate
density functions pk nonparametrically, but this is not the case. One uses an iterative method
(e.g., Newton-Raphson) to maximize LR(α); this means throughout the computation, one always
computes LR(α) and its derivatives at a given α. It can easily be seen that to do so, one only
needs to estimate the marginal densities and their derivatives (in the direction of α), so that only
univariate density estimation is required (for more details, see Zhu and Hastie 2003). In other
words, the computation required to find the environmental gradient is not overwhelming.

It is often the case that more than one environmental gradient are estimated. Since both CCA and
LDA are eigenvalue problems, the solutions are simply given by the leading eigenvectors. Using the
two leading eigenvectors from CCA, for example, one can make an informative bi-plot of the data
to show the species-environmental relationship. Although with arbitrary pk it is no longer possible
to treat this as an eigenvalue problem, it is still easy to get ordered multiple solutions as before.
Note that in LDA, the second eigenvector of W−1B can be obtained as

argmax
αT Wα1=0

αTBα

αTWα
,

i.e., one simply maximizes the same criterion with an added constraint that the solution is now
orthogonal (with respect to the metric W) to the previous one; this can also be achieved by first
projecting the data onto the orthogonal complement of α1 and maximizing the same criterion
without the constraint. Such a process can be repeated recursively to solve for all the subsequent
eigenvectors. These ideas are readily applicable in the more general case, i.e., one can maximize
the general criterion LR(α) recursively, transforming the data at each step. Details can be found
in Zhu and Hastie (2003).

By contrast, in the standard formulation where the Poisson is involved, the computation needed
to fit the model when fk is modeled nonparametrically is much more complex. In particular, one
needs to fit a rank constrained generalized additive model; see Yee (2003) to get a flavor of the
complexity there.
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Remark. The formulation given here and especially equation (2) are slightly different from the
ones given in Zhu and Hastie (2003), where the method was developed as a generalization of LDA
in the context of classification. In particular, for a classification problem, it is often the case that
there is only one observation at any given site ξi, whereas in ecological ordination, there are almost
always multiple observations (and in fact, multiple species) at a given site (see, again, Figures 1
and 4).

4.3 The Range of a Species

In fact, among practitioners, some are already subconsciously interpreting fk as a probability
density function. Recall that the range of a species ηk is defined as uk± 2tk (Section 2). Of course,
anyone can recognize that this is the highest 95% density region for the Gaussian distribution. Hence
this definition of the range is implicitly treating the response function fk as a density function.

Heegaard (2002) noticed that if fk is estimated nonparametrically with generalized additive models
(Hastie and Tibshirani 1990), the notion of the range becomes hard to define. Heegaard then
noticed that at the end points of the range uk ± 2tk, fk has value

exp

{

ak −
(uk ± 2tk − uk)

2

2t2k

}

= exp {ak − 2} = max(fk)e
−2.

Based on this, Heegaard proposed the notion of an outer-border for a species ηk, defined as

{x : fk(x) = max(fk)e
−2}.

The notion of the out-border is interesting as well as useful, but one can’t fail to admit that the
definition as given by Heegaard (2002) is very ad hoc at the best.

By contrast, using the density-based formulation, the notion of the range (or the outer-border) is
robust; it is simply the highest 95% density region of fk, a well-defined notion regardless of how fk
is modeled or estimated; standard computational algorithms exist for finding such a region (e.g.,
Tanner 1996, Section 5.3). Hence, Heegaard’s paper is a definitive piece of scholarly evidence that
argues in favor of the conceptual superiority of the density-based model formulation.

5 Another Look at the Standard Formulation

In section 3, starting from the standard formulation and by taking the limit as more and more
sites are sampled over the entire spectrum of environmental conditions, we developed a density-
based formulation of the ecological ordination model. In this section, we show that the argument
can be reversed, i.e., the standard formulation can be regarded as a discrete approximation to the
density-based model. The primary purpose of presenting this reversed argument is to emphasize
that, conceptually, the two different formulations are really two sides of the same coin.

In the density-based formulation, given a direction α, it is necessary to estimate fk(x) = p
(α)
k (αTx),

a univariate density function, from the projected data zi = αTxi. Many techniques exist for
univariate density estimation, e.g., the kernel method (Silverman 1986), local likelihood estimation
(Loader 1999) or by the use of penalized maximum likelihood (Silverman 1982). Here, it is quite
informative to point out that if one uses the penalized maximum likelihood method, the standard
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formulation can actually be seen as an approximation to the density-based formulation. Using
penalized maximum likelihood, the density estimation problem here can be expressed as

max
fk

n
∑

i=1

yik log fk(zi)− γΩ(fk) subject to

∫

fk(z)dz = 1, (3)

where Ω(fk) is a penalty functional to control the smoothness of fk. To ensure fk > 0, fk is often
reparameterized as egk , but this detail is suppressed here; it doesn’t affect our main argument.
Silverman (1982) showed that as long as the penalty Ω(fk) only involves derivatives, the above
constrained optimization problem (3) is equivalent to the following unconstrained problem:

max
fk

n
∑

i=1

yik log fk(zi)− γΩ(fk)−

∫

fk(z)dz, (4)

without the need to introduce an extra unknown Lagrange multiplier. That Ω(·) involves only
derivatives is not much of a restriction; the most commonly used penalty functional in practice
is of the form Ω(fk) =

∫

(f
′′

k (z))
2dz, which involves just the second derivative of fk. To solve (4)

in practice, an discrete approximation of the integral is often needed. This can be achieved by
first forming a grid on the support of z. Suppose the grid consists of N equally spaced points
z∗j , j = 1, 2, ..., N , of distance ∆ apart, then,

∫

fk(z)dz ≈
N
∑

i=1

∆fk(z
∗
j ).

For convenience, one can apply a similar approximation for the log-likelihood term; then (4) becomes

max
fk

N
∑

j=1

y∗jk log fk(z
∗
j )− γΩ(fk)−∆fk(z

∗
j ) (5)

where y∗jk is the count of species ηk on the interval (z∗j−∆/2, z
∗
j+∆/2]. Other than a proportionality

constant not affecting the solution, the approximation (5) can be seen to be the same as

max
fk

N
∑

j=1

y∗jk
∆

log fk(z
∗
j )− γ′Ω(fk)− fk(z

∗
j ),

which is the same as the maximizing the log-likelihood under the model

y∗ik
∆
∼ Poisson(fk(z

∗
j ))

with a smoothness penalty on fk. Therefore, the standard model formulation yik ∼ Poisson(fk(zi))
can be seen as a discrete approximation to the density-based model.

6 Conclusion

We have presented a new perspective of the Gaussian response model, where the response function
is treated directly as a probability density function. In doing so, we eliminate the need to introduce
additional probabilistic elements such as the Poisson into the model. Rather than giving just an
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approximate maximum likelihood solution under the standard formulation, the CCA solution is
seen to be an exact maximum likelihood solution under the new formulation, due to its equivalence
to LDA. Moreover, when it is desirable to model the species’ response curves nonparametrically, the
resulting model is straightforward to fit when the response curve is treated as a density function;
and ecological concepts which have otherwise remained difficult to generalize such as the species’
range (or outer-border) become well-defined. Its parsimony, versatility, as well as conceptual su-
periority makes the new density-based model formulation the more attractive choice for ecological
ordination.
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